REICHA AND THE PIANO, VOLUME FOUR
by Henrik Löwenmark

In this fourth album of piano music by Antoine Reicha,1 of works composed when
he was in his early thirties, six short pieces are framed by two substantial and highly
personal works: sonatas in D major and E flat major. Three of the short pieces, an
Allegro and two fantasias, are taken from textbooks that were never published in
Reicha’s lifetime. Although certainly not intended for public performance or social
gatherings, they do have a musical interest, despite their didactic purpose. The
remaining works are an Andante, another fantasia and a ‘character’ piece with the
title L’Espiègle (‘The Imp’).
The two sonatas included here are very different from each other, as is quite
natural for a composer who shunned the constraints of composing routine works
for a popular market and turned instead to experimentation and exploration of
the sonata as a genre. Among his contemporaries, such as Clementi and Dussek
(Beethoven is the supreme exception), there is, among those works which are
strong and personal, a multitude of medium-length and short sonatas that are quite
similar to one another, cast in a shape designed to bring home the bacon. For that
very reason, indeed, the piano sonatas of each of those composers far outnumber
those by Reicha. It is obvious that he tried a number of different approaches to
form and harmony. Both of the sonatas recorded here were composed during his
second stay in Vienna, from 1802 to 1808, perhaps around 1805, and belong to the
many ‘modernist’ compositions of a more experimental type that he wrote from the
middle of the 1790s up to his departure for Paris in 1808. Like the Grande Sonate
in C major of the same period, these two works existed only in manuscript until
Born Antonín Rejcha in Prague on 26 February 1770, he became Antoine Reicha after he moved to Paris in 1799, retaining the
French form of his first name thereafter, even during his sojourn in Vienna in 1802–8.
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recent editions by Symétrie in France made them available to a wider public: the
D major published in 2015, and the E flat major and C major in 2014. All three show
that Beethoven’s works, as well as the large-scale sonatas of Clementi and Dussek
from the same period, might have influenced Reicha to write more ambitiously, in a
grander style.
Sonata in D major
This work is in three movements and, although the middle one is, unusually, a Marche
funèbre, the sequence of tempos, fast–slow–fast, was, of course, hardly unusual for the
period. Even so, there are many things that stand out as exceptional. For sonatas of
Reicha’s time, unless the opening movement is in a slow tempo or in some variation
form, one should always expect it to have some sort of middle section, whether simple
and short or longer and complex: that had been the practice from the late Baroque
period that was transformed and developed in the Viennese Classical style. In this
sonata, though, the first movement 1 is marked Allegro, and yet, astonishingly, it has no
development section whatsoever. After the conventional establishment of the dominant
A major, exactly where one would expect something new, the music returns to the very
beginning, as if biting its own tail; nor is it a false recapitulation in the manner of Haydn.
The recapitulation has a few more bars of modulation before and after the minor-key
bridge section than on its first appearance, but otherwise the order and the length of the
sections are identical; that is to say, it is extremely regular, and so the surprise lies not
in what might have happened in a development section but in Reicha’s disposing of that
part altogether.
The themes are tightly connected to one another. The basic motif is the ascending
broken triad in unison given at the very beginning. The first ten bars are nothing more
than a figurated D major chord (with a C sharp added in bar three, important in itself),
a favourite procedure of Reicha’s. The bridge section in A minor, all of a sudden piano
after the abrupt stop in fortissimo and quite introvert in character, brings Schubert to
mind. Its equivalent the second time around is in B minor, another unusual feature. At
both appearances, it consists of a long, rising melodic line of eleven bars, ingeniously
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constructed and ending an octave higher than it started and with the same half-cadence.
The minor sections and the following figurations are a bridge to the real second theme,
a motif being the opposite of the beginning with its wide intervals and a figurated
descending scale, which are quickly transformed into a fugato passage. The next section,
with repeated staccato quaver chords accompanying the three rising notes of the triad,
once again reminds the listener harmonically of Schubert in the way it moves from
A major to F major and then to C sharp major, chords related by a major third.
When the second part comes to an end and the coda begins, Reicha reinforces what
has been inherent: the C sharp of bar 3 is now trilled on a dominant-seventh chord
four times. On the first three occasions it ends with a deceptive cadence, each time to
a new harmony, a feature found in Berlioz, Liszt and Rossini. The fourth time, though,
it lands, at last, on the tonic. What follows is thirteen bars of pure D major, the broken
triad descending with the pedal down and, as a poetic little twist at the very end, with a
beautiful four-voice canon of three bars of rising triads, the end thus being a counterpart
to the beginning.
The second movement 2 is a marche funèbre – a rather restrained one, despite
outbursts in fortissimo, and almost elegiac in mood. The trio displays the same contrast
between soft and loud, and another between the contrapuntal and the homophonic.
Interestingly, the theme of the trio is a variant of that of the fugato in the first movement
and is likewise treated in imitation. When the fortissimo starts, the thematic similarities
with the sequences at the beginning of the first movement become clear.
La Folie, the last movement 3 , belongs among Reicha’s more mischievous and
playful finales. At the very beginning, between the staves, Reicha has crossed out the
word ‘Capricio’ (which he always spells with a single ‘c’). The use of that term might
have been a justification for writing something quirky, although that seems unnecessary,
given Reicha’s customary penchant for the unusual. The reason for the crossing-out may
have been that the finale of the roughly contemporary Grande Sonate in C also has the
title ‘Capricio’ and so Reicha decided not to repeat the term here. At the top, centred,
there is the title La Folie – but the music itself has nothing to do with the famous tune La
folia, known all over Europe for centuries. In this case, the title corresponds to a musical
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whirlwind of rushing semiquavers, unexpected harmonic turns, unusual harmonic
sequences of one of the bars from the very beginning and an abundant use of double
counterpoint. All this complexity notwithstanding, the structure is almost as regular
as that of the first movement and might be described as a rondo in perpetuum mobile
form, but without any contrasting episodes. The term ‘rondo’, though, might be slightly
misleading, as the theme in its entirety returns only twice. There is a brief excursion
into A major with a second theme, but that never becomes the starting-point for a new
tonic. On the contrary, the music swiftly returns to D major, so that almost everything
except the development, consisting mostly of repetitions and transpositions of the
main motif, is firmly rooted in that key.
There are other details distinctively typical of Reicha. In the development, for
example, the first and last appearances of the main motif are a tritone apart, E major
and B flat major. Another, more abstract, little game is that corresponding motifs are the
mirror image of each other in the number of bars they are distant from the beginning and
end of the piece. Composers create such imperceptible structures more often than one
might think. The final and unmistakable confirmation of the link between the first and
last movements is the coda, played twice. With the exception of one dominant-seventh
chord (with C sharp on the top), it is, exactly as in the coda of the first movement,
nothing more than plain D major, but here, dry, leggiero, rising and then descending
into nothing. Reicha is having fun and playing games with his listeners and the pianist is
part of that game. The whole sonata is pianistically rewarding. The writing is sometimes
surprising and sometimes even a little awkward, but it shows nonetheless a thorough
knowledge of the possibilities of composing for the piano in a challenging way and, even
more important, a genuine curiosity in exploring them.
Andante in G major
This piece, catalogued by the Bibliothèque nationale de France as MS 12071, and still
only in manuscript, was probably written around 1800, or perhaps a few years earlier,
and shows the strong influence of Haydn 4 . One could imagine it as the slow
movement in a Haydn symphony, with delicate scoring, its middle section in the minor
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key, sudden fortes in unison, and the outer sections in its aba scheme treated as light
variations. Nonetheless, it clearly shows Reicha’s touch, with its smooth dissonances
and falling thirds in the b section. At the top of the first page, the words ‘No. 1: 4ème
Sonate’ are crossed out (though the figure 1 is written once again at the bottom of the
page), showing that, like several other manuscript pieces, it was probably intended as a
sonata movement.
Fantaisie in E minor/major, Op. 61
This fantasia 5 is actually one of Reicha’s longer essays in the genre, though compared
with most of those of his contemporaries it would have to be counted as very short.
Published by A. Kühnel in Leipzig, perhaps around 1806, it was the penultimate work
to appear in print before Reicha left for Paris in 1808. With the exception of a few
tiny details, the published version is identical with No. 13 of the Practische Beispiele, a
collection of 24 pieces for piano accompanied by elaborated and interesting comments
(c. 1803) that remained in manuscript during Reicha’s lifetime and was finally published
only in 2013, by Georg Olms Verlag of Hildesheim. It exemplifies, then, Reicha’s
inclination for the concise. It is his only fantasia, out of nine, that consists of two sharply
contrasting parts, in key, character and tempo. The slow beginning, in E minor, quite
Baroque with its double-dotted melody and solemn character, is the more original of the
two. First, the expressive melody with its long arches and wide span over the registers
seems better suited for another instrument – apart from the low F sharp in the middle,
it would be excellent for a violin, for example. Second, it shows Reicha’s penchant for
writing long melodic lines with ever-changing harmonies, creating a sense of seamless
melody, in contrast, therefore, to the divisions of periods and half-cadences of Viennese
Classicism. Instead, it is a kind of mixture of the Baroque and Romantic. Third, the
false recapitulation, in B minor/D major, of the very first bar, that leads to an exact
transposition in G minor, is quite ingenious. That, together with the modulation back
to E minor a few bars later, seems to point to a later generation of composers such as
Berlioz and Liszt.
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The main motif of the E major part is presented in its very first bar. It recurs several
times, alternating with stretches of toccata-like textures, sometimes of advanced
harmonic progressions. This procedure creates a continuous, overlapping flow that is
quite atypical, not only of Reicha’s other fantasias, though it can be found in other works
of his, but also of the music of the period in general. At the end, the motif finally reveals
what has been inherent in its main notes, as horn fifths (exactly as at the beginning of
Beethoven’s piano sonata ‘Les Adieux’) fall four octaves as a kind of farewell gesture,
like someone waving goodbye in the distance. After a sudden fanfare in crescendo,
a final ‘waving’ of the hand brings the piece to a quiet close.
L’Espiègle – Allegro scherzando
The title of this piece 6 means the ‘The Imp’ and could refer to the mischievous,
sudden pauses in the flow, as if someone, with a twinkle in his eye, were playing a
teasing game. It is a kind of scherzo in 24, with the motif in the very first bar turning
up now and again, making the piece slightly reminiscent of a rondo. It has not yet
been published in a modern edition. Like the Andante in G major, it may very well
have been composed in Hamburg before Reicha left for Paris in 1799, but it was never
printed in his lifetime. It is one of his very rare pieces with an extra-musical title.
A title in French does not necessarily indicate that it was written in France, since
French nouns and names were quite common during this period, especially in
descriptive pieces. At the top of the first page of the manuscript, catalogued by
Bibliothèque nationale de France as MS 12070, ‘No. 2’ is crossed out, but at the bottom
the same figure has been written again, perhaps indicating that it was to be included
in a collection of pieces.
Allegro in E flat major
Reicha’s treatise Die Grundsätze der practischen Harmonie (‘Rules of Practical Harmony’)
from around 1803 – a lengthy text with numerous examples, ranging from the very short,
some not more than a few chords, to two complete chamber-music movements (from
his Piano Trio, Op. 47, and String Quartet, Op. 49, No. 3) – existed only in manuscript
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until its publication in 2013, again by Georg Olms Verlag of Hildesheim. The aim
of this Allegro 7 is to illustrate the ways in which features such as appoggiaturas,
suspensions and passing notes are related to the basic harmony. The score is annotated
with explanatory signs and letters above the notes. Under the bass line there is an extra
stave giving the tonic of every main chord. None of these details is important for the
listener, though: the work is a charming trifle, lasting no more than a minute-and-ahalf, with some surprising turns, not least the soft descending sequences towards the
end followed by a little ‘shock’ in the two last bars, where a full B flat seventh chord is
played simultaneously with an E flat major chord. This effect is quite similar to, and
perhaps foreshadows, the famous passage in the first movement in Beethoven’s Eroica
Symphony, where the violins, with their B flat and A flat, are set against the horn, which
plays the main theme in E flat.
Fantasien in C major and B flat major
These two pieces are included in the text Philosophisch-practische Anmerkungen (c. 1803),
which is the very long commentary on the 24 pieces for piano that form the Practische
Beispiele. The part that relates to these two pieces discusses Fantasien in general and
explains that the two works serve as demonstrations of how to write a fantasia. It is clear
that Reicha did not envisage the genre as a kind of written-down improvisation, but as a
much more intellectual process involving the development and variation of the theme.
Each piece is preceded by a comment that explains the separate sections of the fantasia
and how to combine them into a complete piece. Whether they were composed as selfcontained pieces or worked out simultaneously with the explanations is impossible to
say. The clearly separated sections are typical of Reicha’s output, and they also reflect his
inclination to rationalise and instruct. The text on these works occurs as an appendix
to the commentary on Nos. 13 and 14 of Practische Beispiele, which are longer fantasias
in E minor/major and in C major, the former published later as Op. 61 and the latter as
Op. 59, No. 1.2
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It was recorded on Volume One of this series, Toccata Classics tocc 0008.
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The material for this shorter C major fantasia 8 is presented in the first two bars.
It is treated in various imitations and with sequences of transpositions, as well as being
played as a bass line, a favourite technique of Reicha’s. The motif returns three times in
the tonic, and once more with figurations as a sort of coda. One could hear it therefore
as a brief rondo.
For the Fantasie in B flat 9 , each section has its own headline: 1) Theme, 2) Middle
Subject, 3) Theme varied, 4) Bridge Passage, 5) Melodic Subject, 6) Theme developed,
7) Middle Subject and Ending, the last nine bars, out of 146, being practically the same
as bars 13–21. Here Reicha works with sharper contrasts, above all in the fourth section
with its bold harmonic scheme, leading to the Melodischer Gedanke (‘Melodic Subject’)
in D major, which is completely unrelated to the main subject, both in theme and
character. This section is followed by a surprising repetition in A flat major, that is, at
the interval of a tritone. Like the Fantaisie in C, it has the character of a rondo.
Grande Sonate in E flat major
In this work the order of the three movements is highly original. A movement that
is more or less slow as the opening of a sonata was certainly not uncommon at
that time – it could be a set of variations as, for example, with the first movement of
Beethoven’s Op. 26, in A flat major. In Reicha’s sonata, by contrast, a Largo is followed
by two fast movements, an Allegro moderato e maestoso and an Allegro assai; that is to
say, an increase in tempo each time. A Largo or an Adagio would normally be found
either as the introductory part of an opening movement, the rest of which would be in a
lively tempo, or as a slow central movement in itself. Reicha’s Largo, by contrast, comes
first and is the slow movement (in Beethoven’s Op. 26, the Marche funèbre, which comes
third, is the real slow movement). Moreover, it is in E flat major, the key of the sonata.
The second movement is in C minor, the parallel key. Much more conventional would
have been the following arrangement: Allegro in E flat major, Largo in C minor, Allegro
finale in E flat major. Beethoven’s ‘Moonlight’ Sonata, Op. 27, No. 2, has an outline
very similar to Reicha’s but in that case it is labelled a Sonata quasi una fantasia, and
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the second movement is a short scherzo which has nothing in common with Reicha’s
Allegro moderato.
The Largo 10 is a good example of how Reicha sometimes composed slow movements.
It is cast in a loose aba form, with sudden dramatic contrasts of texture, in particular
a startling fortissimo outburst in octaves in both hands. Its main purpose is maximum
contrast, but it also forebodes the tempestuous semiquavers of the next movement and
is also in the same key. In spite of the brooding start of the central, b, section and those
explosive octave runs, the overall mood is lyrical and somewhat nostalgic. The fermatas
and pauses that interrupt the flow give the movement a hesitating and thoughtful
character, which is quite common with Reicha. The passages in parallel thirds and the
solemn dotted rhythms are reminiscent of Reicha’s countryman Dussek, who excelled in
similar textures in his slow movements, perhaps a reflection of their common Bohemian
background. Furthermore, the slow movements of both composers occasionally share
a resemblance to some of Handel’s slow and solemn arias. This unique movement
contains many more details that are genuinely original, not to be found in Dussek or
even in Beethoven. One example is the change of time-signature, from 34 to 24 to 68, as a
result of the uneven length of the phrases. The lovely coda, too, with its thematic pedalpoint rhythm and a variant, in the major, of the b part, shows Reicha’s ability to write
deeply felt melodies filled with warmth.
Of all Reicha’s sonata movements, the second one of this sonata 11 is one of the
few that evokes Beethoven, as well as having a Sturm und Drang character to it. The
dark, dramatic mood, the running semiquavers, the biting chords, the sharp contrasts
between forte and piano, all contribute to this character. The main theme is a variant
of an iconic motif known far and wide for ages: a broken minor triad framed by its
closest neighbours, here the A flat above and the B natural underneath. It turns up
everywhere during the Baroque era and later on, too: well-known examples are the
themes of Bach’s Musikalisches Opfer and Die Kunst der Fuge, Mozart’s C minor
Fantasia and his Sonata in C minor, k457, Reicha’s own String Quartet in C minor,
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Op. 49, No. 1,3 and the first movement of Beethoven’s Piano Sonata in C minor/
major, Op. 111. There is even a sonata by C. P. E. Bach in C minor based on an almost
identical motif, crotchets followed by dotted figures, all in unison. That work was
written in 1757 but not published until the middle of the nineteenth century.
The whole movement is penetrated by the main theme and its dotted rhythm.
Even so, and despite the link to Beethoven, it is typical Reicha, especially in the
development, which has nothing of the drama and conflict of the style of his friend
and rival. The development starts with the second theme transposed to B flat major,
followed by G minor, and it then descends into the lower register of the piano, with a
reduction of energy. The rest is only a tense expectation in pianissimo, in preparation
for the return of the main theme, which arrives, not with a quiet chord but with an
unexpected forte. The coda is nothing more than a continuous repetition of what has
gone before, as if stamping out whatever was left of the built-up energy.
The finale 12 is a strange mixture of three things: the first movement of a sonata,
but without a development section; a rondo without episodes; and, as in the Sonata
in D major, a kind of perpetuum mobile. The first two bars constitute the main motif.
The rest of the opening consists of transpositions and displacement of the material,
recurring several times during the whole movement. As the motif is one-and-a-half
bars long, quite a common feature with Reicha, it gives ample opportunity to play
with irregular periodicity. The formal outline is regular, though the transitions to the
return of the theme are different each time. The coda is simply an extended cadence
using previous material and motifs. It culminates in a triumphant ending in a plain
E flat major. The piano-writing is ambitious, using the whole register of the instrument
as it then was. It is sometimes quite tricky to play and displays an interesting use of
wide distance between the hands to create a spacious sound. The little fugato passage
in the middle is a real gem, and the whole movement crowns a sonata that shows
Reicha at his best.
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Henrik Löwenmark was born in Gothenburg and
educated at the university there but has long since lived
in Stockholm. Since his graduation he has been active
as a freelance musician in a multitude of contexts: solo,
chamber music, accompaniment and song-coaching,
orchestral piano, choir, opera and so on. His interest in
Reicha began in the 1980s and in 1999 he started to collect
all the piano music that had not been published in modern
editions – almost all the extant music. In 2006 he finished
his master’s thesis, The Piano Music of Anton Reicha, at the
University of Gothenburg.
On the website MusicWeb.com, Jonathan Woolf wrote
of Volume Two (tocc 0017) of this series: ‘The music is
charming, full of musical panache and key interrelations
and alternations. The performances make the best case
possible for the music with sympathetic playing throughout’.
Reviewing Volume Three (tocc 0243), Philip Buttall went further: ‘this exceedingly well-played
and faithfully recorded new issue from the seemingly indefatigable Toccata Classics label will
further enhance Antoine Reicha’s burgeoning reputation as a composer of innovative piano
music often well beyond its time. But it also considerably reinforces the ongoing need for this
musical exhumation, so that his true historical importance and worth eventually afford him the
standing he most surely deserves’.

Reicha’s Piano Music in New Editions from Symétrie
The Grande Sonate in E flat and the Sonata in D on this disc are
published by Symétrie, Lyon, in editions by Michael Bulley. They
are part of a series, begun in 2014, devoted to Reicha’s piano music.
Currently, twenty works have been published. They include nine of the
thirteen sonatas, four experimental pieces from the collection Practische
Beispiele, the Variations sur un thème de Gluck, the 57 Variations sur un
thème de Grétry and La Chercheuse d’esprit, a collection of thirteen short
pieces based on popular tunes. The latest editions are the first three of
four volumes of the 34 Études dans le genre fugué, Op. 97.
Read more at https://symetrie.com/en/authors/antoine.reicha
30 rue Jean-Baptiste Say
69001 Lyon
France
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